abstract
We study the statistics of wavefields obtained from phase-resolved simulations that are non-linear (up to the third order in surface potential). We model wave-wave interactions based on the fully nonlinear Zakharov equations. We vary the simulated wavefield's input spectral properties: peak shape parameter, Phillips parameter and Directional Spreading Function. We then investigate the relationships between these input spectral properties and output physical properties via statistical analysis. We investigate:
1. Surface elevation distribution in response to input spectral properties:
-Peak Shape Parameter -Phillips' Parameter -Directional Spreading Function 1. Surface elevation distribution in response to input spectral properties:
Peak shape parameter Peak shape parameter produces higher impact on even moments of surface elevation, (i.e. surface elevation kurtosis and surface elevation variance) than on the observed odd moments (skewness) of surface elevation.
The highest elevations in a wavefield with mean peak shape parameter, 3.3 are more stable than those in wavefields with mean peak shape parameter, 1.0, and 5.0
We find surface elevation kurtosis in non-linear wavefields is much smaller than surface elevation slope kurtosis. We also see that higher values of peak shape parameter produce higher kurtosis of surface slope in the mean direction of propagation.
We also see that higher values of peak shape parameter produce a higher distinction between surface elevation kurtosis and surface elevation slope kurtosis.
In linear equivalent wavefields the random rules in surface elevation kurtosis and surface slope kurtosis where kurtosis values are all very near the Gaussian value 3.0. We note that this is quite unlike what is seen in non-linear wavefields.
Phillips' Parameter and Surface Elevation
Phillips' parameter, α = f (H / λ)
Surface elevation distribution in response to input spectral properties:
In nonlinear simulations of surface elevation, a higher Phillips' parameter produces higher surface elevation kurtosis and higher surface elevation skewness but negligible influence on surface elevation variance.
The stability of the maximum spectral energy in nonlinear wavefields is dependent on Phillips' Parameter. Higher Phillips' Parameter produces less stable maximum spectral energy.
With all other spectral parameters equal, the influence of Phillips' parameter on the likelihood of large wave formation (measured in Benjamin-Feir Index) is unapparent.
A lower Phillips' parameter produces smaller deviations between the three kurtosis evolutions: surface elevation kurtosis, kurtosis of surface elevation slope in the x-direction, and kurtosis of surface elevation slope in the ydirection. If Phillips' parameter is small enough, it produces kurtosis evolutions that are so close that they resemble linear simulations.
In a case with a very low Phillips' parameter, the observed effect of the nonlinearity order in the simulation is negligible. i.e. a low Phillips' parameter reduces/eliminates the effect of non-linearity in the wavefield.
Directional Spreading Function and Surface Elevation
-We observe nonlinear wavefields with constant Peak Shape Parameter and Phillips' Parameter and various input spreading angles between 1 and 180 degrees.
-Three regimes are seen to form:
-Unidirectional (spreading angle between 1 and 10 degrees) -Mildly directional (spreading angle between 20 degrees and 40 degrees) -Strongly directional (spreading angle equal to or above 80 degrees)
Directional spreading angle has regime-type effects on the spectral moments of surface elevation since we see one regime (cases with less directional effects) having growing spectral moments and the other regime (cases with strong directional effects) having falling spectral moments.
Directional spreading angle also has regime-type impact on surface slope kurtosis Unidirectional wavefields -larger difference between the kurtosis : surface elevation and kurtosis : surface elevation slopes Greater directional effects: surface elevation x-directional slope kurtosis less than surface elevation y-directional slope kurtosis.
Small detour:Future work • PhD thesis -Analytically estimate the kurtosis or the skewness of the derivative of the surface elevation, both in x and y direction, both from free and bound modes.
Justification: -Derivative of the surface elevation is relevant in ship impact and satellite measurements.
1. Wave definition methods in a nonlinear wavefield with a twodimensional wave number
We present three solutions to the problem of defining waves on a non-linear, evolving free surface with a 2D wavenumber, k = (kx; ky). These solutions add useful insight to common field practices, since we present methods of defining waves suited to three specific field applications.
2. Wave definition methods in a nonlinear wavefield with a twodimensional wave number zero-crossing method:
We study the uni-directional, narrow-band, zero-crossing method of wave-height definition defining wave heights along parallel rays in the wavefield in the mean direction of wavefield propagation. This approach is suitable in considering the waves interacting with arrays of fixed offshore columns.
3D analogue of the 2D half-cycle excursion method: non-narrow-band, directional approach to wave heights in wavefields, considering waves interacting with floating wave-power devices.
Wave definition methods in a 3D, irregular wavefield
We study a directional, narrow-band method of wave-height definition, finding the distribution of the largest waves in the wavefield. This approach is suitable in considering the waves interacting with ships and large offshore structures.
Wave definition methods in a
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